
Broadsheet 20 
 
Welcome to Broadsheet 20 which features more work from young 
poets and the work of young artist, Michelle Swann. 
 
Michelle Swann is currently studying her Masters degree in Art Business at Sotheby's 
Institute of Art, London. Previous to this, Michelle studied Fine Art and Art History both in 
the UK and Australia; receiving her BA (Hons) degree from Newcastle University in 2011. 
Though her studio and gallery are based by the coast in North Yorkshire the artist is currently 
living in the London, and continues to paint and exhibit her work in London and Yorkshire. 
http://www.michelleswann.co.uk/  
 
Michelle talks about who and what inspires her work: 
 

Willem De Kooning. At school I was always told if a drawing looked like something 
then it was considered “good.” I didn’t even know abstract art existed until I saw my 
first ever De Kooning (in a book of course) when I was around 11. When I saw the 
real thing in Tate Modern 12 years ago, a phenomenon occurred in my little world. 
His lyrical paint strokes met with my goose bumps made of pure admiration and set 
the path for me; from that moment on, I knew what I wanted to do, and who I wanted 
to be. My adoration for this man is invaluable. 
 

Jean-Michael Basquiat. Do you know what is feels like to see a painting for the first 
time and think how have I got this far without ever seeing this? His work is so 
brilliantly dramatic, breaking down the boundaries between text, drawing, and 
painting; the artist was influenced by sports heroes, jazz legends and urban living. 
Choosing to live on the streets, he was a mad, mad man in the best possible way and 
like all the greats he died at the age of 27 through drug abuse. His work still lives on 
beyond belief and thank god it does because a flight to Paris to see his retrospective 
exhibition at the Museé d’Art Moderne was a pretty great 21st birthday present! He is 
also easy on the eye too which helps. 
  
Good old Yorkshire. Whether I realise it or not, my surroundings have a way of 
leaking into what I am painting or drawing.  Photography falls flat to me and this 
comes across in my work, so it is always best to draw from the real thing. I find “The 
City” can be too congested to let ideas flow at times so I always return to my studio in 
the North when I want to get serious about painting. When I am working, 60% of my 
time is spent standing back from my paintings deciding what works and what does 
not, which colours compliment others, and what I want to get out of the final image. 
Isolation and big vast spaces help me with this, which I guess it why most of my best 
works have been produced on mountains, beaches or fields.  

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
Santa Cruz, 2011-2012. Oil on canvas. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Wendy Pratt was born in Scarborough, North Yorkshire in 1978. She now lives just outside 
Filey. She has enjoyed publication of her poetry in many publications, including: 
Interpreter’s House, Pennine Platform, Prole, Envoi, Other Poetry, Acumen, The Frogmore 
Papers and The English Chicago Review. Wendy’s first poetry pamphlet, Nan Hardwicke 
Turns into a Hare was published by Prolebooks in 2011.Her second collection, Museum 
Pieces, is going to print in December 2013. She appears also in Broadsheet 20. 
 
 

 
Mrs. Morrison 
 
Mrs. Morrison, you were wrong. 
There is no reason not to cock a hoop 
on the plastic chairs, or sing the song 
with the three bad words. Vegetable soup 
 
still looks like vomit when informed 
of its healthy properties. And you 
can’t tell me any more to by-pass the lawn 
and I won’t raise my hand if I need the loo. 
 
You can’t right the world with a well done sum, 
you cannot build a bomb shelter with neat underlining. 
The bad deeds of the world cannot be un-done 
with a set square and compass, no matter how shiny. 
 
I will colour badly in all the darker shades 
and I’ll write on only one side of an A4 sheet,  
Mrs. Morrison your tyranny fades. 
I will not be wearing ‘in door’ shoes upon my feet. 
 
I will walk on my heels and scuff the toes 
of all my black work shoes, and when it’s windy 
I’ll use my smart coat as a sail, because who knows, 
Mrs. Morrison, where a life without rules will take me. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Over Saddleworth Moor 
 
 
In the night, the lights 
of houses are stars, villages: 
constellations; the moor a deep 
peat sky, the colours fused. 
 
We have driven for hours, senseless, 
the Pennine pass climbing  
back to back with Manchester.  
We brush the vertebrae unknowingly. 
 
Only a signpost to Saddleworth;  
a fleeting blink of a ghost pulls  
the dark into my head. For miles  
I squint through my own reflection 
 
to search dim verges; the blacker  
moor shapes, hemming the rising sun, 
for the image of a child: daylight glinting  
off his round spectacles, his smile 
 
indelible as the landscape.  
His small life and all the games and fibs, 
tooth losses and tears, the real boy 
in a world of terraced houses 
 
and bread and tea is lost beneath  
the image of his smile. But even this  
image is papered over, lost, by one  
of slut-heeled boots, and she,  
 
crouching, with a little dog tucked 
into her coat. Crouching over a shallow  
dip in the earth, down cast eyes  
lying to the world about womanhood. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Charlotte Lydia  was born in Bradford, West Yorkshire in 1985, and spent the first 18 years 
of her life trapped there. Since then she has travelled as far as she can around the world, and 
lived in Dublin for five years. She is now living in West London and studying for an MA in 
Creative Writing, while dedicating her spare time to drinking coffee, and hunting down 
poems on the Heath. Her poetry has been published in Aesthetica, and she was the 2011 
Winner of the Aesthetica Creative Works Competition, with her poem 'Gephyrophobia.' 

 
 
Shlimazl 
Yiddish: A person who experiences nothing but bad luck. 
 
On the train, my trade is minding my own business, 
travelling miles and pounds to go nowhere and come back from it, 
 
choosing not to notice Fate as she runs alongside the tracks.  
Nobody sees her because she gets on at a stop that is not ours 
 
and the pages of somebody else’s book offer more  
potential than eye-contact, better threat than talk. 
 
Laughter exists in another world, where we are human 
and not so offended by signs of life. 
 
One day I notice Luck from a distance 
as she buys her ticket and sits next to somebody else. 
 
Tomorrow I will leave the seat empty next to me. 
 
 
 
Spare Room 
 
Suburbia: one room, white walls,  
the promise of a garden view. 
Freedom and the chance for conversation. 
 
Civilised. 
 
(What wasn’t said in the advert 
tucked between the lines of dog, child, 
and alone, is that the house leaks 
 
everywhere.) 
 
This is when you go: 
When you’re meant to plug the gaps 
left by love. 
 



 
 
l’Espirit de l’Escalier 
 
On the page sits a bird, waiting for transformation, 
adding its blank glass stare to my fear of the mundane. 
I want to make magic from something 
but like the rest of the country the metaphors strike. 
 
Nobody came to work today. 
 
I change tactics to trick myself with light. 
I am a desert; I wait for a cactus to become 
your eyes at midnight, her mouth when drunk. 
Sand crunches off my back teeth; I wait. 
 
I am writing a riddle: 
 
You are there in fish and boat, once in grit 
and never in ice. You are heat and green 
the fire in hot pink and the me in oatmeal. 
I consider every word I can't bring myself to say. 
 
In the morning it is waiting, face up on the page -  
the poem I never wrote about you. 
 
 
 
Winter 
 
I bring you stories of foxes and crows 
and pretend not to believe in omens 
(as if I ever forgot to salute a lone magpie 
or left a lucky black cat alone.) 
 
These gifts of my people fit uneasily 
into a place that has chosen to forget them; 
we are too strange for comfort,  
too far away for warmth. 
 
I bring you handfuls of chestnuts 
in this, my first snowless winter, 
teaching you the hiss and crackle, 
the way your fingers pop. 
 
You crunch them, spitting out shells 
learning smoke taste, smoke tongue. 
Outside the city is cold, and when it freezes,  
inside I'll burn smoke sweet for you. 
 



 

            
                          Walk in the Wolds 1. Acrylic and oil pastel on card 
 
 
 
 
Kiran Millwood Hargrave,  23, is currently studying at Oxford University. She is the author 
of a pamphlet, Scavengers (British Shakespeare Association, 2011), and two collections, Last 
March (Pindrop Press, 2012) and wide-shining (79 rat press, 2013). Her work has appeared in 
many journals and anthologies, including the Sentinel Annual Literary Anthology 2012. 
Gatehouse Press published her third collection Estuary in October 2013.  
 
 
The Minotaur’s Mother  
 
Afterwards, they ask me if I knew       
and when 
 
and how did I feel about it?        
I say no 
 
but, really, when was it? Because      
yes, I knew and 



 
I always loved you. 
 
Was it when I woke torn and bleeding      
from the bull? 

 
Or when I felt the kick in my abdomen      
signalling life? 

 
Or when I felt you churning my insides     
like cud? 
 
Or shook with the strength of your heartbeat     
at night? 
 
Or was it only when I sensed you ready to come    
into the world 
 
and called for the midwife to bring blankets     
as I felt 
 
the burr of horn caught in the hinge      
of my pelvis 
 
and then the soft split as you pushed through    
and I spilled you 
 
into the waiting room, into a deep and      
terrible silence? 
 
 
 
 
 
Benjie Gear 
 
He died here, not far from 
the slats of Wiltern Tor. 
Palm flats layering  
hand-over-hand; 
his neck-snap whistling 
through the gaps. 
 
He was daft.  
Bald, wide-shouldered, 
soft and dribbling. 
Had no trade,  
made a life stealing: 
Bread, apples, sheep. 
 



They caught him fleecing 
two ewes fat with young, 
lead him cat-called 
through the village 
to Cranmere Pool,  
placed a sieve in his hand. 
 
Empty that. 
 
Four weeks before he thought 
to kill a lamb to line the base. 
They’d been waiting, of course, 
lead him back through the village 
to Hangingstone Hill, 
placed his tongue in his twitching hand. 
 
Spirit caught in the pool, 
he spins rope from sand, 
and it flows through his fingers. 
Always, his palms hang empty, 
his eyes ache to catch  
the double moon floating in his sieve. 
 
 
Persephone 
 
Most mornings I can barely stand to look at this 
something-like-happiness misting our periphery, 
an epiphany spat out like pips from our tongues, 
all our half-sung songs stringing along behind us, 
and you, dark god, perfect weight above me, telling me 
you love me and me drop dropping droplets through your hand 
my stolid body turning liquid as sand and running our fierce current 
fast as silver-quick fish, my flick-flecking lips biting like teeth  
as I shoal beneath you, held so tight I can barely breathe.  
 
The shift of the seasons sinks us,  
and at my brink I tip through  
summer autumn winter spring  
– all the fast-spin of cold and heat –  
fells me as I fall back replete,  
my heart beating pomegranate red,  
jawing my mouthful of seeds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Strange Fish 
 
Othello 
 
I find her silver in the darkness 
Minnow-slick with night terrors 
Imagine myself a heron’s beak 
Drunk on fishbones turned ferrous 
Wading through marble on webbed toes 
Following the metal glint of her bared teeth 
The waning fins skittering across 
The cotton ripples beneath. 
 
Hands, each digit feathered and 
Singe-melded, putrid in the 
Slow arc of their winging descent  
Towards the white arch of her throat –  
 
I strike from standing 
Swallow her whole 
Reel in the rush 
Unsteady as a foal  
Dropped wrong in the push. 
 
I snap my tongue off at the root. 
I nose my hours dark and mute. 
 
 
 
Mongrels 
 
Juliet 
 
I knew pain the day 
A mongrel ran weep-eyed  
Through the straights of this city 
And found me in a courtyard, 
Bit through my skirt, tore my hand 
And was torn to death with stones. 
The wounds bled for days and my 
Nurse was amazed I survived 
For winters more. 
 
Now, in love, 
I run the hot Verona streets 
Like dog with the devil in its blood. 
 



 
Prep 3 



 
 
 

 

 

Matthew Spence, 25, is based in Derbyshire,and currently has a nomadic lifestyle. His work  
owes a lot to his travels and also to his studies in Zen Buddhism and Meditation. He has had 
work published in many magazines and journals both in the UK and Australia including The 
Rialto, The Morning Star and Southerly and is a recent graduate of the MA writing program 
at The University of East Anglia.  

 
                                         Developing Forms 
 

I get out onto the street with my friend, 
what sun that there is 
extending itself like a rod from a single window, 
high in the grey of a breeze-block wall. 
Every day is the same as this 
one creates itself, the slow breeze,  
cold air like breathing granite, the clean lines  
of a bass-lounge and those post-face-lift flats now  
with excellent off-street parking.  
Across from the store like a sore  
unshaven bit of skin, a final scrap of land 
remains, as yet, unbuilt. Behind 
a mesh fence - that dance that is done 
putting up a tent -  a couple of men are wrestling  
with a tarpaulin. It struggles 
in the wind like a great, blue lung.  

 

                                                  Canal Path  

A barge across 
the slip-top  
like a duck  

hidden feet 
tucked smooth 
beneath 
the tuft-grooves 
the water makes 



between banks 
where the waves break 
and the tight-lipped lock 

and the braided  
back-and-forth  
of reeds 

floating 
the way hair 
floats   

 

 

 

 
Wolds, 2007. Oil on canvas 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Thomas Bailey is 16. He attends Oundle School where for A Level he is studying Latin, 
English, R S and Maths (with a creative writing extension course). These are the first poems 
of his to be published. 
 
A Lost Mind 
 
‘Just drink your tea, my dear; just drink your tea.’ 
The ward is dark, the room is freezing cold, 
My dearest mum is sat across from me. 
 
Her hand is shaking, rested by her knee, 
I watch her gently growing sick and old, 
‘Just drink your tea, my dear; just drink your tea.’ 
 
Her voice is soft; her eyes are flying free, 
With piercing looks, her eyes were used to scold, 
So old and wise, I wonder what they’ve seen. 
 
She knows not what she says, nor what she means, 
Yet keeps on saying, thinking I’m untold: 
‘Just drink your tea, my dear; just drink your tea.’ 
 
Her mind is lost; her brain is out at sea, 
And yet she doesn’t seem to fit the mould, 
‘Just drink your tea, my dear; just drink your tea.’ 
But if she knew her name she would be free. 
 
 
 
 
A Tale of History 
 
I painted pictures on a shadowed wall, 
To show a bout or tell a tale of war, 
Display a yarn in words a man recalls, 
Recording what has happened long before. 
A painting shown on ancient cuts of leaf, 
I shed my skin upon a manuscript, 
I gave a voice to those who couldn’t speak, 
Now they express themselves without their lips. 
With slaves of God I carved the prodigy, 
My skull is moved by hands of famous men, 
I told the past with brutal honesty, 
Then from my body flows the ink again. 
A path of love I poured upon a page, 
To hopeless music, writ and sold today. 
 
 

 



 

Thomas Stewart grew up in Cardiff and is an English degree graduate, soon to start his 
Masters in Creative Writing. He was a book reviewer for Bookgeeks.com and his poetry has 
been featured in Agenda Broadsheet 19. He enjoys suburban fiction, horror films, folk music 
and has an obsession with the human psyche.  
 

I Sewed My Heart Back Together 
 
I sewed my heart back together 
with feeble hands that quiver. 
I did it one night, drunk and alone 
laptop illuminating me 
music playing. 
 
I sewed my heart back together 
wishing it wouldn’t break.  
I did it foolishly, as if it would help 
memories of you piled on shelves 
and staring at me through picture frames. 
 
I sewed my heart back together 
stuffing it with false hope. 
I did it as I thought of you 
as I remembered everything about us 
and I felt it break, once again.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Angry Clown, 2006. Oil on board 



Andrew Luty  is 20 and lives in Anlaby, East Yorkshire. He is currently studying for a BA in 
History with the Open University. He has been writing poetry for a few years and has been 
featured in the Online Broadsheet Issue 17 and 19.  
 
 
 
 
Darling  
 
Darling, 
Wipe remorse from your eyes. 
 
Speak to me again – I will listen. 
Settle by my ear and whisper  
Words – words that trickle 
Down the small of my back. 
 
You look just like you always did,  
Back when we were first rate. 
But I can’t take a pretty face, 
Please, make it plain, make it hard. 
 
This crooked table between us,  
We used to move it to dance. 
And notes you had written – only for me – 
Had covered every inch. 
 
But you have nothing to say,  
You, so good with words,  
Why now do you own so few?  
 
 
 
nostalgia; a sonnet 
 
love stagnates the beautiful of the mind, 
nostalgia. A fleeting–fuck, barely there, 
or maybe legs of the soulmates entwined.  
the sun and stars will be put out for her, 
except the streetlights will outshine in time. 
do not cry remembrance in the night,  
if summer’s love ferments, once so sublime, 
recall winters dark in the August light. 
the ruins of you will fade, no matter. 
the warmth indoors cannot follow outside, 
and the stained glass of your youth will shatter, 
but nostalgia plants kisses where you cried. 
 cut the memories, snap close the drawer, 
 let unappeased yearnings be done for. 
 



 
Red Sky at Night 



Mary Lindsay , 21, was born in Aberdeen and currently resides in Dundee, where she is 
studying English Literature and Creative Writing MA Hons at Dundee University. This is her 
first poem to be published. 
 
The Egg 
 
Hollow, 
Though you cannot see, not yet broken 
Doubt and uncertainty,  
Enclosed in a porcelain skeleton 
Disinterestedly present. 
 
Though a songbird, rare, my egg is empty –  
A fragile shell with no inner life, 
Its absent yolk the power to craft and grow, 
An overwhelming potential 
Embraced inanimate waste 
 
Break me. 
Expose me. 
Reveal my inner nothing. 
Scattered pieces, leaving no mark 
 
A beautiful unheard song 
Could I overcome this emptiness within?  
Restore the lost citrine sunshine and vitality? 
To exist. To create. To sing. 
  

 
Untitled, 2008. Mixed media on canvas 



Kelly Yeates, 28, lives in Essex. She has a Diploma in Creative Writing and is currently 
studying BA English Literature. She has been writing poetry since the age of 12. Her first 
poem was published in the anthology Future Voices.  
 
 
Sonnet for the Dysfunctional  
 
How can I compare to the one you loved, 
if her kiss made your lips tingle with need  
and, if all of your emotions are shoved 
behind an impassable mask of greed?  
How can I ever seem lovely to you 
when her body is your anointed shrine,  
port of call for comfort, your parted blue 
sea; earth to your holy wine making vine? 
Beloved, if you gazed upon her face, 
during closest, most intimate embrace, 
in the way that I gaze upon your face 
then our love must be an ill-bred disgrace.  
I should leave you now before it’s too late 
but surrender’s too sweet to deny fate.  
 
 
 
 

 
Las Vegas, 2011. Mixed media on canvas 
 


